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SRISL is among the main participants to the EU FP6 funded European programme VIRTHUALIS, (2005 

to 2010) aiming at the reduction of

users’ practical safety issues, such as training control room operators, designing proper alarm sy

tems, training teams to cope with emergencies, assessing the impact of plant modifications on oper

tors’ reliability, and helping managers to see the impact of their decisions on 

daily work; all this has been achieved through the development of an innovative technology, which 

has merged Human Factors (HF) knowledge and Virtual Reality (VR) technologies.

character of the VIRTHUALIS technology has 

Failure Probability Estimator (FPE) tool developed mainly by the SRISL personnel, that provided sol

tions to cope both with identified safety

technologies. The new HF knowledge has been produced 

ies, one at a STATOIL gas handling site in Norway and a second at a SONATRACH LPG handling site in 

Algeria. A dedicated round of exercises has been designed 

train personnel in high-risk operational activities.

 

Moreover SRISL personnel has

signed in order to relate Human and Organizatio

considered the measure of potential consequences magnitude in the detection and containment o

eration of a gas leakage in a pressure

been performed on nine families of Common Performance Conditions (CPCs), as defined in the 

CREAM methodology, in order to verify and rank their influence on the operator response time.  A 

Virtual Environment (VE) reproducing the specific plant section and the

signed allowing the analyst that controls the simulation via a supervisor station to perform the sens

tivity analysis.  Control functions and strategies allowing the safety analyst to change each CPC rate 

around its nominal value inside the VE have been also designed and agreed.  Experiments were run 

with the variation of one CPC at the time while keeping all the remaining eight in their nominal value. 
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reduction of hazards in production plants and storage sites by addressing end

, such as training control room operators, designing proper alarm sy

tems, training teams to cope with emergencies, assessing the impact of plant modifications on oper

ity, and helping managers to see the impact of their decisions on sharp

daily work; all this has been achieved through the development of an innovative technology, which 

has merged Human Factors (HF) knowledge and Virtual Reality (VR) technologies.

character of the VIRTHUALIS technology has mainly be given by the new HF knowledge, such as the 

Failure Probability Estimator (FPE) tool developed mainly by the SRISL personnel, that provided sol

tions to cope both with identified safety-critical issues and the driving license to profitably exploit

technologies. The new HF knowledge has been produced ad hoc to cope with two specific case stu

ies, one at a STATOIL gas handling site in Norway and a second at a SONATRACH LPG handling site in 

A dedicated round of exercises has been designed in each case to test human reliability and 

risk operational activities.  

    

    

Moreover SRISL personnel has in particular participated in a specific case study that has been d

signed in order to relate Human and Organizational Factors (HOFs) to operators’ response time that is 

considered the measure of potential consequences magnitude in the detection and containment o

eration of a gas leakage in a pressure-reduction NG terminal.  Specifically, a sensitivity analysis has 

n performed on nine families of Common Performance Conditions (CPCs), as defined in the 

CREAM methodology, in order to verify and rank their influence on the operator response time.  A 

Virtual Environment (VE) reproducing the specific plant section and the Control Room has been d

signed allowing the analyst that controls the simulation via a supervisor station to perform the sens

tivity analysis.  Control functions and strategies allowing the safety analyst to change each CPC rate 

nside the VE have been also designed and agreed.  Experiments were run 

with the variation of one CPC at the time while keeping all the remaining eight in their nominal value. 
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9 PSF (see List of Myrto)
Performance Shaping Factors

Variation
of PSF

W N G

PSF Variation:
N:  Nominal Value
W:  Worse Value
G:  Good Value

Nominal
Response Time (RT)

used in QRA

Response 
Time

Three Series of Experiments:
1st:  variation of 1 PSF - all other values nominal
2nd: variation of the 2 most significant PSF together 

- all other values nominal
3rd:  variation of the 3 most significant PSF together 

- all other values nominal

Statistical Evaluation: 
What‘s the probability to be
faster than nominal response time
as a function of the PSF values?
p(RTi) < RTn for PSFi
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